Company Overview

Ricbuilt Industries was established in 1998 after it was determined that there was an opportunity in the market for the provision of high quality minesite fabrication works and machinery access equipment. Since those early days, our provision of services has expanded to the fabrication and supply of specialised access equipment to not only Australia, but to many overseas destinations as well.

As a result of our continual growth, our company capabilities have expanded to include a full range of maintenance and repair services to the mining, civil, rail, port and heavy transport industries. Our management team consists of highly experienced and safety conscious professionals with many years of industry experience and a total commitment to quality and safety.

A brief overview of our services and products include:

- Fabrication and supply of specialised machinery access platforms
- Offsite machinery overhauls, builds and modifications
- Specialised mine site/port/rail labour provision including supervision and maintenance planning
- Automotive and high voltage electrical work and site maintenance
- Full workshop services, overhauls and fabrication of attachments, tanks and machinery undercarriage components
- Machinery shutdown assistance and project management

Our proven safety and attitude, industry-leading experience and outstanding personnel ensures we will not only meet our client’s requirements and expectations, but regularly exceed them.

When experience matters, give us a call.

Mission Statement:

“Ricbuilt Heavy Industries are committed to exceeding client expectations both on and off site”.

“We provide the highest level of service in the mining, civil and construction industries, and pride ourselves on maintaining an exceptional, safety conscious, and highly experienced workforce”.

“Our motivated and innovative leadership team are constantly working toward and implementing safety, process and productivity improvements, resulting in a highly efficient, safe and client focused team”.

“Exceeding Expectations”
Ricbuilt Engineered Access has been established in Queensland Australia since 1998 and specialises in the design and fabrication of high quality aluminium access platforms for the mining, construction and civil industries.

Our products can be custom-designed and built to suit the needs of our clients. They are made to Australian standards using structural-grade aluminium by highly skilled tradespersons. All of our platforms bolt together for easy part replacement and flat-packing for transportation. We can design and manufacture aluminium access platforms for all applications: mining, rail, aircraft and more. Our large client list includes many leading Australian mining companies as well as numerous overseas companies.

Areas of expertise:
- Custom work platform design and manufacture
- Custom design and engineering certification
- Onsite inspections, repairs and maintenance
- 24 hour alloy fabrication field support
- Audits and site register service
Ricbuilt Heavy Diesel

Ricbuilt Heavy Diesel is backed by a highly experienced team capable of planning and implementing any specific demands from clients. Our team of focused and experienced tradespeople have safety as their main priority.

From 24 hour breakdowns, planned maintenance and shift/crew coverage Ricbuilt Heavy Diesel have the team of skilled and knowledgeable tradespeople to assist.

Our tradespeople are the best in the business and within our crews we have personnel that are highly trained in specific machinery.

We have the expertise to maintain and repair the following:

- Caterpillar
- Terex/Bucyrus
- Komatsu
- Hitachi
- Liebherr
- Drilltech
- Atlas Copco
- Volvo

Areas of expertise:

- Machinery relocations
- Offsite machinery rebuilds
- 24hr breakdown assistance
- Specialised site labour
- Fault finding and diagnosis
- Maintenance planning
- Project management

All of our tradespeople are supplied with mine-spec utilities, with all required tooling and equipment to carry out any tasks our clients request. We welcome site visits from our clients to observe progress of any offsite projects underway.

“Exceeding Expectations”
Ricbuilt Electrical

Ricbuilt Electrical enhances the capabilities and services delivered to clients and is driven by a highly experienced team with extensive experience in mining, civil and construction.

As per our Heavy Diesel Division, our electricians are available for minesite breakdown work, planned maintenance, machine outage assistance and shift/crew coverage.

Areas of expertise:

- Automotive electrical
- Off-Highway electric trucks
- Air conditioning and refrigeration
- Draglines and rope shovels

All of our tradespeople are supplied with mine-spec utilities, with all required tooling and equipment to carry out any tasks our clients request.
Ricbuilt Heavy Fabrication

Ricbuilt Heavy Fabrication is built upon our heavy industry background and a well-equipped workshop allows us to carry out repairs, upgrades and modifications to a large range of plant. All fabrication work is carried out by highly skilled and qualified tradespeople.

Areas of expertise:
- Bucket and blade re-skins, upgrades and repairs
- Excavator attachment upgrades, repairs and overhauls
- Tank manufacture and testing
- Machining services
- Component stand manufacture and testing
- Specialised tooling design and manufacture
- Steel, stainless and aluminium welding
- Certified jacking/lifting equipment
- Dedicated field service fabrication support
- Compliance inspection/audits

Our premises allow ease of access for delivery of offsite equipment, and our turnaround times are second to none. We welcome site visits from our clients to observe progress of any projects underway.

“Exceeding Expectations”
Ricbuilt Underground

Ricbuilt has invested heavily in supporting and improving Underground Mining Operations. Our dedicated team is committed to long term safety and sustainability of the industry and are aligned with Calibair™, an organization committed to developing innovative solutions to minimise reliance on traditional fuel sources while reducing CO2 emissions.

Areas of expertise:
- Manufacture & Supply QDS attachments
- Product Improvements
- Dedicated Customer support
- Offsite overhaul and inspection facility
- Product design and engineering
- Dedicated R&D team
- Blast & Paint
- On site support
For more information on how Ricbuilt’s experience and capability can improve your operations, contact our Management Team.

Kodey Neilsen  |  Managing Director  
Email: kodey@ricbuilt.com.au  |  Mobile: 0448 123 857

Leon Stirling  |  General Manager  
Email: leon@ricbuilt.com.au  |  Mobile: 0417 758 128

Ben Orme  |  Operations Manager – East  
Email: ben@ricbuilt.com.au  |  Mobile: 0400 071 524

Jarrad Bleakley  |  Workshop/Field Manager  
Email: jarrad@ricbuilt.com.au  |  Mobile: 0408 788 182

Rick Manson  |  Operations Manager – West  
Email: rckm@ricbuilt.com.au  |  Mobile: 0400 605 292

67 - 69 Evolution Drive,  
Paget, Mackay, Qld, 4740  
Phone: (07) 4955 5247

www.ricbuilt.com.au